Recording vocals using Logic Express 9

Read carefully the comments about editing. Otherwise, you could record the perfect take and then ruin it by cutting out irretrievably essential bits of it and ending up having to re-record something that isn't as good. Mucking up the editing can cause YOU hours of frustrating work. You have been warned.

Merge the entire vocal guide into one region and extend it all the way to the beginning. If you don't do this, the lyrics will vanish every time you try to record.

Don't have the input volume up too high. This is set on Apple / System Preferences / Sound. When you speak into the microphone the blobs need to go about half way up. Really. Honestly. It may look tiny on Logic Express, but it can always be made louder there. If you try and record it too loud it will sound distorted, as if you're singing through a comb and paper. You won't be able to filter this distortion out, and you'll feel a right nana having to record it all again. I can't even begin to describe just how frustrating this problem is. Please, please don't set the input volume too high, or a large gnome will come and poke you with a stick, OK?

Footnote to this - you can record with various microphones. 
The built-in will work, and you should be able to turn the record level well up, possibly even all the way up, but you will always sound a bit far away with this, as, well, you will be far away, possibly a foot away if you think about it. 
You can also use the Ross via the USB lead, this will work and will give you quite a bassy tone with suggestions of a somewhat enclosed space, apparently due to picking up echoes from the walls. Again, the input level can go well up as you'll probably only be using 20-25% of the maximum signal level anyway. Editing the resulting waveforms seems to be quite straightforward for some reason, though you will have to expand the vertical scale to see them properly. You won't have any problems with distortion, guaranteed, though (watch my lips) the Ross won't like being blown or breathed into at close range. Don't get too close to it, six or seven inches is definitely close enough. I know it's tempting to lean right into it and raise your voice to give it a good belt, I know it looks like professional singers do that all the time (although bear in mind they may be using dynamic microphones), but don't, please, please don't get too close to the Ross - you'll get breathy noises (especially with the letter P for example) and it won't quite sound right. The Ross is a condenser mic, and at six to seven inches it will hear you OK without shouting at it as if it was a deaf old lady. Really, it will. It would probably hear something even if you were at the other side of the room.
You can record with the Yoga, again via the USB lead. This will give you a very clean, somewhat trebly sound; but even with input recording level set to maximum, signal level will be very low. It will sound fine, but the waveform will be minute, lower by some way even than the Ross.
If you use the Samson studio condenser mic then yes you will have to have the input level well down, not much past the middle, or you will get glorious comb-and-paper-scope and a nightmare of an editing job. Really. Honestly. If it works however, you will get a technically very good recording, with a signal to noise level that has to be heard to be believed; but with Logic Express, microphone hiss isn't really a problem anyway as it can easily be filtered out. Take care not to bellow into the Samson at close range as it won't like it.
Don't use the Realistic dynamic mic as the signal level will be far too faint.
Don't try and record any microphone into the headset microphone socket. Only a headset can record into this socket, I gather for impedance matching reasons, and you shouldn't be recording vocals with a headset.
At the risk of stating the blindingly obvious, some microphones have on/off switches, in particular the Ross does, and so does the Yoga, so do be sure that it's switched on, and that you switch it off when you're done recording.

Set up as per usual, with microphone connected. You'll need to connect the mains adaptor to the MacBook otherwise the screen display will keep fading out. Make sure that the laptop lid isn't immediately against the microphone stand pole when open or it will knock against it if the table wobbles - try pulling it well forward on the table. Put headphones into the headphone socket at the side (front left) of the laptop, or you will damage the laptop with feedback!

Software setup. Without an input device, the R button won't appear against the vocal track. Open the file. Go to menu option Logic Express / Preferences / Audio. Change Input device (drop down list) to Samson C01U. Untick 24 bit recording if it's ticked. Click the Apply Changes button. Click the small X at the top left to close the window.

On the Logic Express main menu, go to Options / Audio and check Auto Input Monitoring is ticked. Then on the main Logic Express menu, go to Preferences / Audio and tick Software monitoring. You probably won't want to keep software monitoring, but tick it for now while you do some final testing.

Double check that you have plugged your headphones in to the laptop! Click the apple at the top left of the screen. Select System Preferences, then sound. On the sound box click the Input button. Say a few words and watch the blue blobs against the input level. If they don't go very far across drag the input volume slider towards the right hand side. Try sliding it until saying testing takes the blobs about half way across. Close the sound box.

Double check the gain on the vocal track - I suggest either using the Gain plugin set to around -9.5 or -10, or increasing the gain on the compressor.

Caution - it would appear that the gain plugin introduces some hissing into vocals and this can be enough to spoil the results. I suggest using the gain slider on the compressor instead.

Double check that you have not got auto gain selected on the compressor as this will cause the vocal to clip whatever you do with the other settings. 
On this machine I have set up the channel preset Vocal Samson C01U and it may be simplest to just select this.

I can't stress strongly enough the importance of setting up the windows in Logic Express. If they overlap then when you click things the wrong windows will appear. Shrink all of them as small as you can get them. Even with optimum arrangements you'll probably have to click the vocal guide in the arrange window to select it every time you record. Don't forget that the oval button will remove the menu bar from the arrange window - you shouldn't need the menu bar while you're actually recording.

Recording. (You have got your headphones plugged in, haven't you? Good, good.) Go to the Arrange window (Window menu). Click the R against the vocal track to arm it for recording. Say something, anything you like. You should hear it in your headphones a moment later. Press the dot at the bottom of the screen to make a test recording. The dot will actually be grey until you press it. As you speak, you should see waveforms appear on the line on the vocal track. If you hear yourself but don't see the waves it probably means the input volume on the sound box in system preferences isn't set high enough. When you've said a few words, click the square.

If you don't want to hear yourself as you record, on the main Logic Express menu, go to Preferences / Audio and untick Software monitoring. The system will still hear you, but you won't. I recommend this as the delay in the monitoring the microphone through the headphones is very off-putting.

If you want a metronome, you should be able to get this by clicking the metronome button so it turns blue. Alternatively you can set the track to always use it when recording - click the Settings button near the top left and click Metronome. This opens a project settings box. You can also get here via the main menu File / Project settings / Metronome. Check that click while recording is ticked. You can also adjust the volume of the metronome here - it will be somewhat quiet if you don't. You can even adjust how much it sounds like a note rather than a click. If you want more of a dingy note, slide Tonality towards the right. I suggest have volume and tonality both about two short of the right hand side. Click the X to close the project settings box.

Delete your test recording. Press enter to rewind to the start. Arrange the windows as you want them, I suggest a score window at the top and the vocal guide on a piano roll at the bottom. Save the project. Play it through two or three times. When you're ready, press the dot again and have a go at recording a vocal.

You should be able to record several times without deleting the old take. Just wind it back and go again. You'll probably find the vocal track will expand to show each individual take.

Before editing - Save the file! Select the vocal track. Click Lists at the top right. Next to Filter and Create, select 1/16-Note from the drop down. Solo the vocal track. Click the blue metronome on the bar at the bottom. Play the track and check if it is now synchronised - hopefully it will be.

Tonal balance. Remember if you're listening through the Mac's speakers that what you hear will come out with a treble tone. That is, what you have is actually much deeper and more bassy than it sounds. This is much more apparent with vocals than it is with instruments, although in some cases instruments can sound very different.

Clunks - you may hear clunks on the vocal track if it is selected. For some reason that is not clear to me, playing a portion of vocal while it is selected may result in clunks in places. If none of it is selected, the clunk won't be there. If you hear a clunk check that nothing is selected before doing anything else. Make sure nothing is selected when bouncing. If a clunk can't be heard when played from the sample editor, it isn't a real clunk.

Traditional editing. Take the scissors and cut a small section out of the bit you don't want. 

WARNING - make this a tiny section shortly before the next vocal phrase. Be very sure you won't want anything in the bit you cut as it is very easy to cut out M sounds, T sounds, etc., and once they are gone they are really gone, you may end up having to re-record. You have been warned.

Then drag the ends of the remaining pieces to the left and right to exclude what you don't want to hear (as you would have on music creator). You should also be able to drag sections of recording left or right. You don't have to use flex editing if you don't want to.

Flex editing. Warning: flex editing can cause audible clunks in the waveform being edited. If the snap-to setting 1/16-Note isn't enough to correct any timing issues, and you can't fix these by moving the clips, then you may need to edit the vocal using the flex tool. Be sure when doing flex edits that snap is set to sample and not bar, or it won't work.

Having cut out the silences, and selected the parts of the various takes that you want, copy the active comp to a new track before doing anything else. You can do this using the drop down arrow at the right hand side of the comp.

You may want to do flex editing before cutting the vocal track with the scissors, otherwise you might cause yourself problems. You'll need to enable flex editing in order to use it. This is on a drop down on the left, where the small icon is. It will say Flex Mode and you'll need to change it from Off to a mode, I suggest Monophonic. This will result in a long pause while all the audio tracks are analysed, possibly several minutes. Another way of doing this is to click the menu icon for Flex (top left) and then click the large button (on the left of the track) marked Off and change it to Monophonic.

Select the flex tool and move it along the line in the middle of the vocal until a pin appears. You can grab hold of this and drag it to stretch the vocal to put it in the right place. If you make the scale large enough you may be able to point to just inside the top left of the vocal waveform window with the flex tool and drag it to the left. You should also be able to insert a flex marker if you want one and there isn't one there already, by clicking on the top half of the waveform (as opposed to on the line). Having said that, working with the existing flex markers is much easier.

Be very cautious doing flex editing. Small tweaks are better than huge sweeping edits.

When you've finished editing, if you haven't done it already then I suggest cut the vocal with scissors and remove the blank bits or you will get quiet warbling and hissing in the background where you aren't singing. You won't sadly be able to move the sections by sliding them back and forth.

Pitch editing. Health warning - it would appear that this can result in two waveforms on the same track, try changing drag mode to No overlap (drop down). With the arrow tool, double click the section of waveform. This will open it. If you want you can sweep across the waveform to select only part of it to alter, such as a word or a syllable. On the small menu above the waveform, select Factory / Time and pitch machine. Change Free to Classic in the drop down box at the top (if you don't do this it may sound wrong). Change Algorithm to Any material. Tick the Harmonic correction box. Above it in the Transposition - Destination box, drag the number up or down to raise or lower the pitch. 100 cents is a semitone (the smallest interval between notes), try 100 or -100 to start with. Click Prelisten to see what it sounds like. If it sounds OK, click Process and paste.

After you finish recording and editing, I suggest close Logic Express before disconnecting the microphone, or you will get a whingey error message.
